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Unmasking the Jezebel
Spirit John Paul Jackson
2002 How to recognize and
cope with the Jezebel spirit
in Christian groups.
The Outpost Jake Tapper
2012-11-13 The basis of the
film starring Orlando Bloom
and Scott Eastwood, The
Outpost is the
heartbreaking and inspiring
needless-casualties-of-war

story of one of America's
deadliest battles during the
war in Afghanistan,
acclaimed by critics
everywhere as a classic. At
5:58 AM on October 3rd,
2009, Combat Outpost
Keating, located in
frighteningly vulnerable
terrain in Afghanistan just
14 miles from the Pakistani
border, was viciously
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attacked. Though the 53
Americans there prevailed
against nearly 400 Taliban
fighters, their casualties
made it the deadliest fight
of the war for the U.S. that
year. Four months after the
battle, a Pentagon review
revealed that there was no
reason for the troops at
Keating to have been there
in the first place. In The
Outpost, Jake Tapper gives
us the powerful saga of COP
Keating, from its
establishment to eventual
destruction, introducing us
to an unforgettable cast of
soldiers and their families,
and to a place and war that
has remained profoundly
distant to most Americans.
A runaway bestseller, it
makes a savage war real,
and American courage
manifest. "The Outpost is a
mind-boggling, all-too-true
story of heroism, hubris,
failed strategy, and
heartbreaking sacrifice. If
you want to understand how
the war in Afghanistan went
off the rails, you need to
read this book." -- Jon
needless-casualties-of-war

Krakauer
The British Army and the
First World War Ian Beckett
2017-05-25 This is a major
new history of the British
army during the Great War
written by three leading
military historians. Ian
Beckett, Timothy Bowman
and Mark Connelly survey
operations on the Western
Front and throughout the
rest of the world as well as
the army's social history,
pre-war and wartime
planning and strategy, the
maintenance of discipline
and morale and the lasting
legacy of the First World
War on the army's
development. They assess
the strengths and
weaknesses of the army
between 1914 and 1918,
engaging with key debates
around the adequacy of
British generalship and
whether or not there was a
significant 'learning curve'
in terms of the development
of operational art during the
course of the war. Their
findings show how, despite
limitations of initiative and
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innovation amongst the high
command, the British army
did succeed in developing
the effective combined arms
warfare necessary for
victory in 1918.
I Am Inheriting the
Fullness of God's Names
John Paul Jackson
2003-06-01 Are you reaping
the benefits of your divine
inheritance? As the richly,
dowried children of God, we
are heirs to God's abundant
resources and wealth.
Today as well as throughout
eternity, we can reap the
amazing blessings of
greater influence, favor, and
protection that comes with
God's name.
Spiritual Warfare Sideways
Guy Chevreau 2007-05-01
There is a tendency in
modern spiritual warfare to
focus primarily on Satan.
But Guy Chevreau contends
that spiritual warfare is
actually more about worship
than it is about war.
Spiritual Warfare Sideways
corrects the undue
emphasis on the devil and
encourages believers to
needless-casualties-of-war

focus our attention on Jesus.
As we keep our eyes fixed
on him, we will find a place
of glorious freedom and
confident authority.
Chevreau unmasks the
enemy's schemes to divert
our attention from our
loving and powerful Savior
and explains that spiritual
authority over demonic
forces is proportionate to
our intimacy with God. The
more time we spend alone
with Jesus, the more we will
be equipped and
empowered for battle. This
unique and surprising
perspective is timely for
Christians at every level of
life and ministry.
Lucifer's War Linda Rios
Brook 2012-10-02
Something Has Gone
Terribly Wrong in Our
World Two thousand years
after the cross, evil
continues to brutalize and
pillage in every nation and
no one appears able to do
very much about it. Why has
the church made so little
progress? While Satan lost
his authority to rule on the
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earth, he did not lose his
power. Failure to recognize
this crucial difference has
caused us to miss the point
as to what the war over the
planet is about and
therefore, what we must do
to win it. Lucifer’s War
offers a detailed, historical
examination of Satan, the
demon gods who are
aligned with him, and their
ancient struggle with God
over humanity. While the
church is the only agency
on earth authorized by Jesus
to deal with evil at its root
cause, believers must
acknowledge what has not
worked and pursue a
different strategy that will.
This book will change the
way you pray, equip you to
understand the times we
are living in, and prepare
you for what may happen
next and what you can do
about it.
Needless Casualties of War
John-Paul Jackson
2000-04-08 Prayer is a
powerful weapon, a twoedged sword not to be
wielded carelessly. There
needless-casualties-of-war

are certain types of prayer
Satan would like us to use.
Although we have authority
as the children of God, how
we fight can determine the
personal consequences of
our spiri
I Am 365 Names of God
Youth Curriculum John
Paul Jackson 2005-04
Providing for the
Casualties of War Bernard
D. Rostker 2013-04-29 War
has always been a
dangerous business,
bringing injury, wounds,
and death, and--until
recently--often disease.
What has changed over
time, most dramatically in
the last 150 or so years, is
the care these casualties
receive and who provides it.
This book looks at the
history of how humanity has
cared for its war casualties
and veterans, from ancient
times through the aftermath
of World War II.
Vietnam Michael Lind
2013-07-30 A quarter
century after its end, the
Vietnam War still divides
Americans. Some, mostly on
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the left, claim that
Indochina was of no
strategic value to the
United States and was not
worth an American war.
Others, mostly on the right,
argue that timid civilian
leaders and defeatists
within the media fatally
undermined the war effort.
These "lessons of Vietnam"
have become ingrained in
the American
consciousness, at the
expense of an accurate
understanding of the war
itself. In this
groundbreaking
reinterpretation of
America's most disastrous
and controversial war,
Michael Lind demolishes
the stale orthodoxies of the
left and the right and puts
the Vietnam War in its
proper context -- as part of
the global conflict between
the Soviet Union and the
United States. The Cold
War, he argues, was
actually the third world war
of the twentieth century,
and the proxy wars in
Korea, Vietnam, and
needless-casualties-of-war

Afghanistan were its major
campaigns. Unwilling to
engage each other in the
heart of Europe, the
superpowers played out
their contest on the Asian
front, while the rest of the
world watched to see which
side would retreat. As Lind
shows, the Soviet Union and
Communist China
recognized the importance
of Vietnam in this struggle
and actively supported the
North Vietnamese regime
from its earliest days, a fact
that was not lost on the
strategic planners within
the Kennedy, Johnson, and
Nixon administrations. Lind
offers a provocative
reassessment of why the
United States failed in
Vietnam despite the high
stakes. The ultimate
responsibility for defeat lies
not with the civilian policy
elite nor with the press but
with the military
establishment, which failed
to adapt to the demands of
what before 1968 had been
largely a guerrilla war. The
high costs of the military's
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misguided approach in
American and Vietnamese
lives sapped the support of
the American people for the
U.S. commitment to
Indochina. Even worse, the
costs of the war undermined
American public support for
the Cold War on all fronts.
Lind masterfully lays bare
the deep cultural divisions
within the United States
that made the Cold War
consensus so fragile and
shows why it broke apart so
easily. The consequence of
U.S. military failure was
thus the forfeiture of
Indochina, a resurgence of
American isolationism, and
a wave of Soviet imperial
expansion checked only by
the Second Cold War of the
1980s. The New York Times
has written of Michael Lind
that he "defies the usual
political categories of left
and right, liberal and
conservative." And in an era
when the United States so
often finds itself embroiled
in prolonged and difficult
conflicts -- in Kosovo,
Bosnia, and Iraq -- Lind
needless-casualties-of-war

offers a sobering cautionary
tale to Americans of all
political viewpoints.
The First World War John
Keegan 2012-11-21 The
First World War created the
modern world. A conflict of
unprecedented ferocity, it
abruptly ended the relative
peace and prosperity of the
Victorian era, unleashing
such demons of the
twentieth century as
mechanized warfare and
mass death. It also helped
to usher in the ideas that
have shaped our times-modernism in the arts, new
approaches to psychology
and medicine, radical
thoughts about economics
and society--and in so doing
shattered the faith in
rationalism and liberalism
that had prevailed in
Europe since the
Enlightenment. With The
First World War, John
Keegan, one of our most
eminent military historians,
fulfills a lifelong ambition to
write the definitive account
of the Great War for our
generation. Probing the
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mystery of how a civilization
at the height of its
achievement could have
propelled itself into such a
ruinous conflict, Keegan
takes us behind the scenes
of the negotiations among
Europe's crowned heads (all
of them related to one
another by blood) and
ministers, and their doomed
efforts to defuse the crisis.
He reveals how, by an
astonishing failure of
diplomacy and
communication, a bilateral
dispute grew to engulf an
entire continent. But the
heart of Keegan's superb
narrative is, of course, his
analysis of the military
conflict. With unequalled
authority and insight, he
recreates the nightmarish
engagements whose names
have become legend-Verdun, the Somme and
Gallipoli among them--and
sheds new light on the
strategies and tactics
employed, particularly the
contributions of geography
and technology. No less
central to Keegan's account
needless-casualties-of-war

is the human aspect. He
acquaints us with the
thoughts of the intriguing
personalities who oversaw
the tragically unnecessary
catastrophe--from heads of
state like Russia's hapless
tsar, Nicholas II, to
renowned warmakers such
as Haig, Hindenburg and
Joffre. But Keegan reserves
his most affecting personal
sympathy for those whose
individual efforts history
has not recorded--"the
anonymous millions,
indistinguishably drab,
undifferentially deprived of
any scrap of the glories that
by tradition made the life of
the man-at-arms tolerable."
By the end of the war, three
great empires--the AustroHungarian, the Russian and
the Ottoman--had collapsed.
But as Keegan shows, the
devastation ex-tended over
the entirety of Europe, and
still profoundly informs the
politics and culture of the
continent today. His
brilliant, panoramic account
of this vast and terrible
conflict is destined to take
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its place among the classics
of world history. With 24
pages of photographs, 2
endpaper maps, and 15
maps in text
The Battle for Pakistan
Shuja Nawaz 2020-05-15
The Battle for Pakistan
showcases a marriage of
convenience between
unequal partners. The
relationship between
Pakistan and the United
States since the early 1950s
has been nothing less than a
whiplash-inducing
rollercoaster ride. Today,
surrounded by hostile
neighbors, with Afghanistan
increasingly under Indian
influence, Pakistan does not
wish to break ties with the
United States. Nor does it
want to become a vassal of
China and get caught in the
vice of a US-China rivalry,
or in the Arab-Iran conflict.
Internally, massive
economic and demographic
challenges as well as the
existential threat of armed
militancy pose huge
obstacles to Pakistan's
development and growth.
needless-casualties-of-war

Could its short-run political
miscalculations in the
Obama years prove too
costly? Can the erratic
Trump administration help
salvage this relationship?
Based on detailed
interviews with key US and
South Asian leaders, access
to secret documents and
operations, and the author's
personal relationships and
deep knowledge of the
region, this book untangles
the complex web of the USPakistani relationship and
identifies a clear path
forward, showing how the
United States can build
better partnerships in
troubled corners of the
world.
Notes on Nightingale
Sioban Nelson 2010 "Notes
on Nightingale is an
extraordinary achievement,
bringing together some of
the world's most eminent
Nightingale scholars. It
explodes myths, develops
sophisticated lines of
analysis, and reveals the full
range of achievement of one
of the world's most iconic
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figures. In doing so, it also
provides a lens through
which we might view that
most elusive of modern arts:
nursing."ùChristine Hallett,
Director, the UK Centre for
the History of Nursing and
Midwifery, the University of
Manchester "In reexamining
and reinterpreting the life
and influence of Florence
Nightingale, the authors of
the thought-provoking
essays in Notes on
Nightingale demonstrate
the continued power of
Nightingale's work and
image and, most critically,
validate the significance of
analyzing contemporary
issues from a historical
perspective."ùRima D.
Apple, Vilas Life Cycle
Professor Emerita,
University of
WisconsinûMadison
Florence Nightingale
remains an inspiration to
nurses around the world for
her pioneering work
treating wounded British
soldiers during the Crimean
War; authorship of Notes on
Nursing, the foundational
needless-casualties-of-war

text for nursing practice;
establishment of the world's
first nursing school; and
advocacy for the hygienic
treatment of patients and
sanitary design of hospitals.
In Notes on Nightingale,
nursing historians and
scholars offer their valuable
reflections on Nightingale
and analysis of her role in
the profession. Sioban
Nelson is Dean and
Professor at the Lawrence
S. Bloomberg Faculty of
Nursing at the University of
Toronto. She is coeditor of
The Complexities of Care:
Nursing Reconsidered, also
from Cornell, Anne Marie
Rafferty is Dean of the
Florence Nightingale School
of Nursing and Midwifery
Hearing God's Voice
Workbook John Paul
Jackson 2016-09-22
Army of None: Autonomous
Weapons and the Future of
War Paul Scharre
2018-04-24 "The book I had
been waiting for. I can't
recommend it highly
enough." —Bill Gates The
era of autonomous weapons
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has arrived. Today around
the globe, at least thirty
nations have weapons that
can search for and destroy
enemy targets all on their
own. Paul Scharre, a
leading expert in nextgeneration warfare,
describes these and other
high tech weapons
systems—from Israel’s
Harpy drone to the
American submarinehunting robot ship Sea
Hunter—and examines the
legal and ethical issues
surrounding their use. “A
smart primer to what’s to
come in warfare” (Bruce
Schneier), Army of None
engages military history,
global policy, and cuttingedge science to explore the
implications of giving
weapons the freedom to
make life and death
decisions. A former soldier
himself, Scharre argues that
we must embrace
technology where it can
make war more precise and
humane, but when the
choice is life or death, there
is no replacement for the
needless-casualties-of-war

human heart.
The Quest for Cosmic
Justice Thomas Sowell
2001-06-30 This book is
about the great moral issues
underlying many of the
headline-making political
controversies of our times.
It is not a comforting book
but a book about disturbing
and dangerous trends. The
Quest for Cosmic Justice
shows how confused
conceptions of justice end
up promoting injustice, how
confused conceptions of
equality end up promoting
inequality, and how the
tyranny of social visions
prevents many people from
confronting the actual
consequences of their own
beliefs and policies. Those
consequences include the
steady and dangerous
erosion of fundamental
principles of freedom -amounting to a quiet repeal
of the American revolution.
The Quest for Cosmic
Justice is the summation of
a lifetime of study and
thought about where we as
a society are headed -- and
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why we need to change
course before we do
irretrievable damage.
The Screwtape Letters C. S.
Lewis 2001-02-06 In this
humorous and perceptive
exchange between two
devils, C. S. Lewis delves
into moral questions about
good vs. evil, temptation,
repentance, and grace.
Through this wonderful tale,
the reader emerges with a
better understanding of
what it means to live a
faithful life.
Breaking Free of Rejection
John Paul Jackson 2004
Have you experienced the
heartache of rejection? In
this compassionate and
spiritually insightful book,
John Paul Jackson explains
what happens when
rejection rules our lives. He
helps to identify weaknesses
that reveal the many faces
of rejection. In this book,
you'll find insights that can
dramatically improve your
lie and help you walk into
the extraordinary quality of
life God desires for you.
Under the Wire Paul
needless-casualties-of-war

Conroy 2013-06-04
Determined to cover the
Syrian regime's brutal
crackdown on dissent and
the devastating impact of
the war on Syria's civilians,
veteran photographer Paul
Conroy and Marie Colvin,
one of the foremost war
correspondents of her
generation, decided to
smuggle themselves across
enemy lines and into the
blood and terror of Homs.
But tragedy struck before
the pair could finish
documenting the slaughter.
A rocket killed Colvin and
ripped a hole in Conroy's
leg. As Syrian ground forces
closed in on his position,
Conroy was forced to make
a terrifying last-ditch
attempt to escape from a
regime that appeared
determined to murder him.
Under the Wire is the epic,
untold account of Conroy
and Colvin's last, tragic
assignment together. A rare
and touching portrait of an
extraordinary woman driven
by an unquenchable desire
to 'bear witness', it is as
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much a tale of courage and
survival as it is the poignant
account of a friendship
forged amid the carnage of
war.
WWII James Jones
2014-10-28 "Originally
published in the United
States in a slightly different
form as part of an
illustrated volume (Grosset
& Dunlap, 1975) reprinted
by Ballantine Books in
1976."
Hell in the Pacific Jim
McEnery 2013-06-11 A
memoir of the veteran
author's experiences as a
member of the famed K/3/5
First Marine Division during
the pivotal invasion of
Guadalcanal describes his
command at Peleliu and
losses of several friends.
What Really Causes
Needless Casualties of War?
Jonathan Paul Brenneman
2017-08-23 Has God given
his people authority over
evil powers that oppress
cities and nations? Or have
we only been authorized to
cast demons out of
individuals? A problem
needless-casualties-of-war

came to the forefront in
Christian circles in the
1990s. Believers were
suffering devastating
demonic attack after
attempting to assault
"regional principalities." As
a result of these negative
and even scary experiences,
many concluded that God
never gave us authority
over these evil powers in
the first place. Jonathan
Brenneman re-examines
that assessment. While
drawing from the lessons
learned by previous leaders
of the "spiritual warfare"
movement, he also
challenges many deeprooted assumptions. He
brings to light serious
scriptural problems with the
position that Christians only
have limited authority over
Satan's power. Rather than
dismissing the problem of
"needless casualties," he
offers a re-diagnosis of the
cause. Readers are saying
this teaching has removed
the fear and confusion
surrounding the topic of
spiritual warfare. It also
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includes: -Modern-day
testimonies of overcoming
severe demonic attack, and
the lessons learned Scriptural and historical
examples of a single
righteous person displacing
a principality -Testimonies
of God's kingdom advancing
regionally as Christians
confront and trample on
principalities -How to
trample on principalities Several problems with
trying to distinguish
between evil spirits in the
second heaven and those on
earth -Why there are no
levels of authority over
Satan for Christians, only
"all authority." -How
Christians sometimes
mentally acknowledge
gospel truths but don't act
accordingly -How we leave
a gospel position and thus
become vulnerable to attack
by trying to "break the
devil's power" -Why the
devil has no legal rights,
and the difference between
a "legal right" and a
"foothold" -How the legal
approach to the demonic
needless-casualties-of-war

realm makes us vulnerable
to attack -How
"identificational
repentance" initiatives,
although bringing healing
and reconciliation, have
been misunderstood -How
fear can make us vulnerable
to demonic attack -How to
avoid the trap of "practicing
the presence of demons" Why a "heavy spiritual
atmosphere" is a lie -Why
heavy emphasis on
"amassing a spiritual army"
has become unbalanced and
falls short of scripture -Lone
rangers of the Bible -Why
we should reconsider
warnings about mocking
Satan -Should we "bind"
territorial spirits? -Is our
sword any different than the
sword of the Lord? What
Really Causes Needless
Casualties Of War? is
practical and encouraging,
rooted in both scripture and
experience. Stimulating
fresh thinking, it leads to a
renewed vision for what
God is able to do on the
earth through Christ's body,
the church.
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The First World War – A
Marxist Analysis of the
Great Slaughter Alan Woods
2019-06-27 On 28 June
1914, two pistol shots
shattered the peace of a
sunny afternoon in
Sarajevo. Those shots
reverberated around
Europe and shattered the
peace of the whole world.
This was the beginning of
the Great Slaughter. Could
it have been avoided? Alan
Woods uses the method of
Marxism to answer this
question. He explains that,
actually, whilst individuals
play an important role in
history, to explain events
such as wars, one must look
at deeper causes. As well as
dealing with the origin of
the war, Woods traces the
conflict through its
development, looking at the
role of all the major actors,
and their aims. He shows
how in the midst of the
despair of the trenches and
the home front, a new
consciousness was formed.
He also makes the case that
it was the German
needless-casualties-of-war

Revolution that brought the
war to an end, and how a
revolutionary wave swept
across Europe. The book
also looks at the Treaty of
Versailles and how the
victorious powers imposed
the deal, not just on
Germany, but the rest of
Europe and the Middle
East. Given the amount of
nationalistic mystification
from all sides about the
First World War, a history
of the subject from the
standpoint of the world
working class is essential
and it is provided by this
book.
The 20 Categories of
Dreams EBook Michael
Wise 2015-12-01 What's the
difference between a calling
dream and a direction
dream? In The 20
Categories of Dreams, you'll
discover the diversity and
spiritual significance of the
various kinds of dreams God
gives. You'll also learn to
recognize the subtle
differences between dark
dreams, fear dreams and
false dreams--all given by
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the enemy to stop God's
plan for your life.In this
book, you'll gain greater
understanding of the
following categories and
purposes of dreams:Dreams
to Reach Your
DestinyProphetic and
Revelatory DreamsCalling
DreamsCourage
DreamsDirection
DreamsInventions
DreamsWord of Knowledge
DreamsDreams to Change
Your PathCorrection
DreamsWarning
DreamsSelf-Condition
DreamsDreams for Healing
and TransformationHealing
DreamsDeliverance
DreamsFlushing Dreams
Dreams from the
EnemyDark DreamsFalse
DreamsFear DreamsDreams
We Cause to Be
DreamedSoul
DreamsDreams to Train You
in Spiritual
ObedienceSpiritual
WarfareIntercession
DreamsDreams Caused by
Changes in Your
BodyChemical DreamsBody
DreamsIn addition to
needless-casualties-of-war

providing you with actual
examples from each of the
above dream categories,
you'll also receive answers
to several intriguing
questions like:Why God
allow the enemy access to
our dreams? Are there
really such things as "pizza
dreams"? What role does
our soul play in dreams?
How can we have more
spiritual dreams?
The Pity of War Niall
Ferguson 2008-08-05 In The
Pity of War, Niall Ferguson
makes a simple and
provocative argument: that
the human atrocity known
as the Great War was
entirely England's fault.
Britain, according to
Ferguson, entered into war
based on naïve assumptions
of German aims—and
England's entry into the war
transformed a Continental
conflict into a world war,
which they then badly
mishandled, necessitating
American involvement. The
war was not inevitable,
Ferguson argues, but rather
the result of the mistaken
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decisions of individuals who
would later claim to have
been in the grip of huge
impersonal forces.That the
war was wicked, horrific,
inhuman,is memorialized in
part by the poetry of men
like Wilfred Owen and
Siegfried Sassoon, but also
by cold statistics. More
British soldiers were killed
in the first day of the Battle
of the Somme than
Americans in the Vietnam
War; indeed, the total
British fatalities in that
single battle—some
420,000—exceeds the entire
American fatalities for both
World Wars. And yet, as
Ferguson writes, while the
war itself was a disastrous
folly, the great majority of
men who fought it did so
with enthusiasm. Ferguson
vividly brings back to life
this terrifying period, not
through dry citation of
chronological chapter and
verse but through a series
of brilliant chapters
focusing on key ways in
which we now view the First
World War.For anyone
needless-casualties-of-war

wanting to understand why
wars are fought, why men
are willing to fight them,
and why the world is as it is
today, there is no sharper
nor more stimulating guide
than Niall Ferguson's The
Pity of War.
Vietnam Max Hastings
2018-10-16 An absorbing
and definitive modern
history of the Vietnam War
from the acclaimed New
York Times bestselling
author of The Secret War.
Vietnam became the
Western world’s most
divisive modern conflict,
precipitating a battlefield
humiliation for France in
1954, then a vastly greater
one for the United States in
1975. Max Hastings has
spent the past three years
interviewing scores of
participants on both sides,
as well as researching a
multitude of American and
Vietnamese documents and
memoirs, to create an epic
narrative of an epic
struggle. He portrays the
set pieces of Dienbienphu,
the 1968 Tet offensive, the
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air blitz of North Vietnam,
and also much less familiar
miniatures such as the
bloodbath at Daido, where a
US Marine battalion was
almost wiped out, together
with extraordinary
recollections of Ho Chi
Minh’s warriors. Here are
the vivid realities of strife
amid jungle and paddies
that killed two million
people. Many writers treat
the war as a US tragedy, yet
Hastings sees it as
overwhelmingly that of the
Vietnamese people, of
whom forty died for every
American. US blunders and
atrocities were matched by
those committed by their
enemies. While all the world
has seen the image of a
screaming, naked girl
seared by napalm, it forgets
countless eviscerations,
beheadings, and murders
carried out by the
communists. The people of
both former Vietnams paid a
bitter price for the
Northerners’ victory in
privation and oppression.
Here is testimony from
needless-casualties-of-war

Vietcong guerrillas,
Southern paratroopers,
Saigon bargirls, and Hanoi
students alongside that of
infantrymen from South
Dakota, Marines from North
Carolina, and Huey pilots
from Arkansas. No past
volume has blended a
political and military
narrative of the entire
conflict with heart-stopping
personal experiences, in the
fashion that Max Hastings’
readers know so well. The
author suggests that neither
side deserved to win this
struggle with so many
lessons for the twenty-first
century about the misuse of
military might to confront
intractable political and
cultural challenges. He
marshals testimony from
warlords and peasants,
statesmen and soldiers, to
create an extraordinary
record.
They Were Soldiers Ann
Jones 2013-10-21
“Unsparing, scathingly
direct, and gut-wrenching . .
. the war Washington
doesn’t want you to see”
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(Andrew J. Bacevich, New
York Times–bestselling
author of Washington Rules)
This “uncompromisingly
visceral” account (Mother
Jones) of what combat does
to American soldiers comes
from a veteran journalist
who was embedded with
troops in Afghanistan and
reveals the harrowing
journeys of the wounded,
from the battlefield to back
home. Along the way, the
author of the acclaimed
Kabul in Winter shows us
the dead, wounded,
mutilated, brain-damaged,
drug-addicted, suicidal, and
homicidal casualties of our
distant wars, exploring the
devastating toll such
conflicts have taken on us
as a nation. “An
indispensable book about
America’s current wars and
the multiple ways they
continue to wound not only
the soldiers but their
families and indeed the
country itself. Jones writes
with passion and clarity
about the tragedies other
reporters avoid and evade.”
needless-casualties-of-war

—Marilyn Young, editor of
Iraq and the Lessons of
Vietnam
Stalin's Folly Constantine
Pleshakov 2006 Reassessing
the Soviet response to the
Nazi invasion of Russia, the
author portrays Stalin as an
ineffective and paralyzed
military leader who allowed
hundreds of thousands of
his soldiers to be
slaughtered in the first ten
days of the invasion.
Reprint.
To End All Wars Adam
Hochschild 2011-04-11 In
this riveting and
suspenseful New York
Times best-selling book,
Adam Hochschild brings
WWI to life as never
before... World War I was
supposed to be the “war to
end all wars.” Over four
long years, nations around
the globe were sucked into
the tempest, and millions of
men died on the battlefields.
To this day, the war stands
as one of history’s most
senseless spasms of
carnage, defying rational
explanation. To End All
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Wars focuses on the longignored moral drama of the
war’s critics, alongside its
generals and heroes. Many
of these dissenters were
thrown in jail for their
opposition to the war, from
a future Nobel Prize winner
to an editor behind bars
who distributed a
clandestine newspaper on
toilet paper. These critics
were sometimes intimately
connected to their enemy
hawks: one of Britain’s most
prominent women pacifist
campaigners had a brother
who was commander in
chief on the Western Front.
Two well-known sisters split
so bitterly over the war that
they ended up publishing
newspapers that attacked
each other. Hochschild
forces us to confront the big
questions: Why did so many
nations get so swept up in
the violence? Why couldn’t
cooler heads prevail? And
can we ever avoid repeating
history?
The Bitter Road to Freedom
William I Hitchcock
2008-10-21 American s are
needless-casualties-of-war

justly proud of th e role
their country played in
liberating Europe from Nazi
tyranny. For many years, we
have celebrated the courage
of Allied soldiers, sailors,
and aircrews who defeated
Hitler's regime and restored
freedom to the continent.
But in recounting the
heroism of the "greatest
generation," Americans
often overlook the wartime
experiences of European
people themselves -- the
very people for whom the
war was fought. In this
brilliant new book, historian
William I. Hitchcock surveys
the European continent
from D-Day to the final
battles of the war and the
first few months of the
peace. Based on exhaustive
research in five nations and
dozens of archives,
Hitchcock's groundbreaking
account shows that the
liberation of Europe was
both a military triumph and
a human tragedy of epic
proportions. Hitchcock
gives voice to those who
were on the receiving end of
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liberation, moving them
from the edge of the story
to the center. From France
to Poland to Germany, from
concentration-camp
internees to refugees,
farmers to shopkeepers,
husbands and wives to
children, the experience of
liberation was often difficult
and dangerous. Their
gratitude was mixed with
guilt or resentment. Their
lives were difficult to
reassemble. This strikingly
original, multinational
history of liberation brings
to light the interactions of
soldiers and civilians, the
experiences of
noncombatants, and the
trauma of displacement and
loss amid unprecedented
destruction. This book
recounts a surprising story,
often jarring and
uncomfortable, and one that
has never been told with
such richness and depth.
Ranging from the ferocious
battle for Normandy (where
as many French civilians
died on D-Day as U.S.
servicemen) to the plains of
needless-casualties-of-war

Poland, from the icy ravines
of the Ardennes to the
shattered cities and refugee
camps of occupied
Germany, The Bitter Road
to Freedom depicts in
searing detail the shocking
price that Europeans paid
for their freedom. Today,
with American soldiers once
again waging wars of
liberation in faraway lands,
this book serves as a timely
and sharp reminder of the
terrible human toll exacted
by even the most righteous
of wars.
A Guide to the Study and
Use of Military History John
E. Jessup 1979
Buying and Selling the
Souls of Our Children
John Paul Jackson 2000 A
Closer Look at
PokemonChildren of destiny
are being enticed and lured
by the spirit of the age.
Some have drifted
unknowingly into the realm
of darkness. Will our sons
and daughters accomplish
their God-given mandate for
t his hour? Or will they
become a lost generation?
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Someone must rise up and
sound the alarm.
Whirlwind Barrett Tillman
2010-03-02 WHIRLWIND is
the first book to tell the
complete, awe-inspiring
story of the Allied air war
against Japan—the most
important strategic
bombing campaign
inhistory. From the
audacious Doolittle raid in
1942 to the atomic bombing
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
in 1945, award-winning
historian Barrett Tillman
recounts the saga from the
perspectives of American
and British aircrews who
flew unprecedented
missions overthousands of
miles of ocean, as well as of
the generalsand admirals
who commanded them.
Whether describing the
experiences of bomber
crews based in China or the
Marianas, fighter pilotson
Iwo Jima, or carrier aviators
at sea, Tillman provides
vivid details of the lives of
the fliers and their support
personnel. Whirlwind takes
readers into the cockpits
needless-casualties-of-war

and gun turrets of the
mighty B-29 Superfortress,
the largest bomber built up
to that time. Tillman
dramatically re-creates the
sweep of wartime emotions
that crews endured on
fifteen-hour missions,
grappling with the extreme
tedium of cramped spaces
and with adrenaline spikes
in flak-studded skies,
knowing that a bailout
would put them at the
mercy of a merciless enemy
or an unforgiving sea. A
major character is the
controversial and brilliant
General Curtis LeMay, who
rewrote strategic bombing
tactics. His command’s firebombing missions
incinerated fully half of
Tokyo and many other
cities, crippling Japan’s
industry while still failing to
force surrender. Whirlwind
examines the immense
logistics and construction
efforts necessary to support
Superfortresses in Asia and
the Mariana Islands, as well
as the tireless efforts of
engineers to build huge air
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bases from scratch.It also
describes the unheralded
missions that American
bomber crews flew from the
Aleutian Islands to Japan’s
northernmost Kuril Islands.
Never has the Japanese side
of the story been so
thoroughly examined. If
Washington, D.C.,
represented a “second
front” in Army-Navy rivalry,
the situation in Tokyo
approached a full-contact
sport. Tillman’s description
of Japan’s willfully
inadequate approach to civil
defense is eye-opening.
Similarly, he examines the
mind-set in Tokyo’s war
cabinet, which ignored the
atomic destruction of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
requiring the emperor’s
personal intervention to
avert a ghastly Allied
invasion. Tillman shows
how, despite the Allies’
ultimate success, mistakes
and shortsighted policies
made victory more costly in
lives and effort. He faults
the lack of a unified
command for allowing the
needless-casualties-of-war

Army Air Forces and the
Navy to pursue parochial
goals at the expense of the
larger mission, and he
questions the premature
commitment of the
enormously sophisticated
B-29 to the most primitive
theater in India and China.
Whirlwind is one of the last
histories of World War II
written with the
contribution of men who
fought in it.With unexcelled
macro- and
microperspectives,
Whirlwind is destined to
become a standard
reference on the war, on
multiservice operations, and
on the human capacity for
individual heroism and
national folly.
War Surgery Christos
Giannou 2009
Accompanying CD-ROM
contains graphic footage of
various war wound
surgeries.
Demolishing Strongholds
David Devenish 2013-01-01
A revised and updated
edition of David Devenish's
clear biblical teaching on
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spiritual warfare.
SUMMARY: David Devenish
shares insights drawn from
many years of personal
experience in helping
people break free from
strongholds that have
bound them. In this nononsense guide, he gives us
effective strategies for
spiritual warfare which
include: Having a biblical
model for understanding the
enemy's strategies and
dealing with them. Keeping
a balance between the
reality of Satan and the
demonic realm, our
responsibility for our
actions, and the absolute
sovereignty of God.
Understanding that
strongholds are wrong
thinking, and learning to
use Godly power to pull
them down. Understanding
our authority in Christ.
Knowing our weapons and
using them. 'A book full of
biblical shocks and
surprises that God has
owned, to cause all heaven
(and hell!) to break loose
and set thousands free. A
needless-casualties-of-war

superb manual that will
make you mad with the
devil and eager to sign up
and fight.' Greg Haslam,
Minister, Westminster
Chapel, London 'I was
captivated and intrigued by
the timely warning in
Demolishing Strongholds.
David Devenish has
provided valuable insights
on spiritual warfare. This
book should be required
reading for all who seek to
advance the Kingdom of
God through intercession.'
John Paul Jackson, Founder,
Streams Ministries
International 'David's book
on demolishing spiritual
strongholds is the clearest
biblical teaching on the
subject I have ever read.
This book should be
mandatory reading for all
serious Christians.' Barney
Coombs, Leader of the
International Council, Salt
& Light Ministries
Healing the Nations John
Loren Sandford 2000-03-01
Teaches the Body of Christ
how to break Satan's hold
on lands and peoples.
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To the North Anna River
Gordon C. Rhea 2005-09
Rhea looks at the initial
campaign between Ulysses
S. Grant and Robert E. Lee
between May 13 and 25,
1864--a phase that was
critical in the clash between
the Army of the Potomac
and the Army of Northern
Virginia. Rhea charts the
generals' every step and
misstep in their efforts to
outfox each other. 12
halftones. 29 maps.
The Art of Praying the
Scriptures John Paul
Jackson 2014-05-15 The Art
of Praying the Scripture is
actually two books. The first
half is a powerful teaching
on how the divine reading
and speaking out of
Scripture can completely
change your connection to
God through his Word. And
the second half includes 21
of John Paul’s favorite
Scripture passages along
with meditation instructions
and questions to ponder.
The purpose of this book is
to help connect you with the
Living Spirit of God’s Word
needless-casualties-of-war

in a fresh and exciting way.
The Art of Praying the
Scriptures will help you: •
Understand the history of
Lectio Divina and how it has
developed since early
Christianity • Learn what it
truly means to meditate on
the Word of God •
Rediscover the beauty of
communion and all its
benefits • Recognize the
unique spiritual rhythm God
has given you in prayer •
Discover the Four Stages of
Lectio Divina (the Divine
Reading) • Prepare your
heart through 9 important
steps before prayer •
Uncover the secret to
reading Scripture through
the ears of your heart If
you’ve ever found yourself
feeling disconnected from
God or seem to be stuck in a
“wilderness” season, it may
be time to add a spark to
your quiet time. The Art of
Praying the Scriptures is
truly a fresh look at this
spiritual discipline practiced
by saints and mystics for
over 1900 years. Begin your
journey into a deeper
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relationship today with this
exciting new spiritual tool.
Jezebel: The Witch Is
Back Landon Schott
2013-08-07 "The spirit of
Jezebel has risen to power
in our culture and
infiltrated the Church. Her
witchcraft has wreaked
mass spiritual carnage
through fear, manipulation,
intimidation, and
domination carried out by
those who fall under her
spell -- even those in
leadership. Her wickedness
has wounded and scarred
countless believers, leaving
them fearful, depressed,
defeated, sick, and
confused. Because of
Jezebel, some have lost
hope and aborted God's call
on their lives. Her assault
will continue until all of
God's people are dead or
defeated. Jezebel's bloodlust
for death and destruction
will only be stopped when
met with spiritual violence.
God's people must rise up in
the power of the Holy Spirit
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to expose the spirit of
Jezebel and her evil plans,
gain authority, and war
against her victoriously." -P.[4] of cover.
The Dynamics of Doctrine
Timothy T. Lupfer 1981 This
paper is a case study in the
wartime evolution of
tactical doctrine. Besides
providing a summary of
German Infantry tactics of
the First World War, this
study offers insight into the
crucial role of leadership in
facilitating doctrinal change
during battle. It reminds us
that success in war
demands extensive and
vigorous training calculated
to insure that field
commanders understand
and apply sound tactical
principles as guidelines for
action and not as a
substitute for good
judgment. It points out the
need for a timely effort in
collecting and evaluating
doctrinal lessons from
battlefield experience. -Abstract.
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